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As a benefit of your NUI Membership, you have access to Mintage Mining and can take part 
in their Bonus Program. This gives Miners the opportunity to earn rewards from the mining 
activity of anyone they directly refer (Bonus Units), and on team activity (Override Units).

Bonus Plan

To Qualify
A Miner must be Active to receive any Bonus/Override Units. Active status is achieved in one of two 
ways:  

1. Active in Mintage:  a minimum purchase of a $25 USD mining 
contract. 

NOTE: Being Active in Mintage also qualifies a Nui Member for Active status in Nui for the entire 
life of the active $25 USD (minimum) contract. Each Mintage Mining contract is for 52 weeks. 

Bonus Plan
Miners receive 10% of each contract 
purchase/repurchase in Bonus Units for 
every person they directly refer to Mintage 
who becomes an active Miner. 

Bonus Units are paid on every 

contract purchase/repurchase 

from a direct referral only.

Bonus Units are calculated weekly 

and automatically rolled into a new 

52-week contract for the next 

bucket. 

There is no limit to the number of 

direct referrals a Miner can have.

this is NOT a one-time bonus. 

Miners receive Bonus Units for 

EVERY purchase/repurchase from 

direct referrals.

2.Active in Nui: personally earning 1,000 points in CORE.
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Override Program

Miners who are Tier-Qualified can receive 
Override Units for team mining activities. 

For each contract purchase/repurchase:

Override Units are calculated 

weekly and automatically rolled into 

a new 52-week contract for the next 

bucket. 

20% is paid up 10 levels on the Nui 

TBS, at 2% per level. This will follow 

Nui’s dynamic compression. 

Nui TBS

Further Details
Nui Members who have Bonus/Override Units from team activity but do not have active status (as 
outlined above) will be offered the chance to claim their Bonus/Override Units by becoming Active before 
the weekly bucket closes. These units will be labeled as Inactive Units in their account.

There are two types of Inactive Units: pending and unclaimed. Pending Bonus/Override Units can still be 
claimed; unclaimed ones are the units a Miner could have claimed if they had become Active in time, but 
are now gone.

If a Miner does not become Active in time to claim Pending Inactive Bonus/Override Units before that 
week’s bucket closes, they will lose the Bonus Units. Override Units will then roll up to the next qualified 
individual in the TBS.

Fractional Bonus/Override Units will build up until they equal a whole unit, and then be placed in a 
bucket.

There are no personal points (in Nui) associated with Mintage Mining activity.

Bonus and Override Units do not count toward Active status. Only a minimum purchase/repurchase of a 
$25 USD mining contract will make a Miner Active in Mintage.

Miners can see Inactive Units, Bonus Units, and Override Units from their Mintage account, under the 
History tab.

Weekly buckets open and close on Thursdays at 5 p.m. Mountain Time. 


